Distributors
Event guide
International manufacturers will be at the event seeking regional partners to establish connections that are
productive and profitable. To secure appointments and discuss mutually beneficial opportunities, pre-register at
www.prolightsoundme.com/registration and schedule your meeting via the Business Matchmaking Program.

Coaxial Drivers | Speakers | Mixers
“ Showing a selection of their best-selling products, including the industry-leading FTX
range of common magnet coaxial drivers. The company will also be using this opportunity to
appoint new distribution partners in the region”
Projectors | Gobos | 3D Mapping
C R E A T I V I T Y

A N D

T E C H N O L O G Y

“ Easy to install, the PROIETTA projectors represent the ideal solution to turn buildings,
shopping malls and hotels, into amazing screens. PROIETTA has designed and produced a
WEATHER PROTECTION CLIMATIZED CASE to protect all kinds of projectors from all kinds of
weather conditions, temperature changes, the cold, dust, smog and humidity.”
 mplifiers | Loudspeaker Systems | Pickups | Acoustical Instruments |
A
ARTHUR Mixer Series
“ Schertler is a world leader in the development and manufacturing of acoustic amplification
systems. As well as active and passive loudspeaker systems, pickups and amplifiers for
acoustic instruments, the Swiss company also manufactures the acclaimed ARTHUR mixer
series. Schertler now seeks distributors in the Middle East / Africa that are actively engaged
in the MI, pro audio or broadcast sectors.”
Mobile Stages | Preassembled stages | Hydraulic stages
“ Event professionals in over 48 countries choose Stageline for over 20,000 events per year.
Our mobile stages answer the need for safety, speed of installation and mobility. A Stageline
mobile stage is a trailer with pre-assembled structures, requires no loading or unloading, no
external energy source for set up and takedown, compared to conventional stages.”

